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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, ELMER A. PETERSON, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Alvin, in the county of Vermilion and State 
of Illinois, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Stovepipes, of 
which the following is a speci?cation. 
This invention relates to a stove pipe and 

has for its principal object the production 
of an ef?cient means for holding the stove 
pipe against disassembly when in use. 
One object of this invention is the pro 

duction of a stove pipe connection which 

15 
consists of a clamping band which is_bound 
in engagement with a plurality of pipes at 
the joint thereof, thus holding the two sec- ' 
tions of the pipe in positive engagement 

_ with each other and forming a smoke tight 
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joint. 
Another object of this invention is the 

production of a stove pipe connectionv for 
connecting the pipes in engagement with the ' 
chimney to which the same is attached. 
Another object of this invention is the 

production of a stove pipe connection which 
consists of a thimble to engage a section of 
a stove pipe, together with an expanding 
means for binding the thimble in,engage-_ 
‘ment with the chimney. . 

Broadly stated, the invention consists of 
. a plurality of interengaging stove pipes, 
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clamping bands positioned upon the junc 
tions of the pipe, means for drawing the 
ends of the bands together for holding the 
pipe sections in engagement with each other, 
a. thimble engaging one of the sections, a . 
turnbuckle having threaded stems engaged . 
therewith, heads carried upon the ends of . 
said stems and binding within the thimble A 
for binding the thimble in engagement with 
the chimney, thus holding the sections of 
the pipe against displacement. 
One practical form of construction and_ 

assembly of the present invention will be 
hereinafter described and is illustrated in. 
the accompanying drawing, in which— 
Figure 1 is a sectional view through a 

pair of stove pipe sections, showing the 
clamping band in place. 

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal section through 
the connecting thimble and the stove pipe 
section. also showing the turnbuckle and the 
heads thereof in section and illustrating the 
manner in which the same are used. 

pair of stove pipe'sections, illustrating the 
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clamping band in side elevation and the 
manner in which the same is used. 

Fig. 4 is a detail perspective view of the 
sleeve used in connection with the device. 

Fig. 5 is a detail perspective View of the 
thimble used in connection with the chim 
ney connecting means. 

Fig. 6 is a detail perspective view of a. 
complete clamping band, and 

Fig. 7 is a detail perspective view of the 
turnbuckle and the heads connected thereto 
by the stems. 

In the preferred embodiment of the pres 
ent invention, about to be described, it will 
be seen that the device is used in connection 
with a plurality of stove pipe sections 10 
which'have unobstructed end portions 11, 
while the opposite ends thereof are corru 
gated as indicated at 12 and extend diago 
nally to the side surfaces of the sections, as 
indicated at 13. It will also be noted that 
an annular bead 14 is formed on the section 
adjacent the corrugated portion 12 thereof, 
as will be seen by referring to Figs. 1 and 2. 
It is obvious that by having the end por 
tions cut off diagonally to the sides of'thc 
section, as indicated at 13, the corrugated 
portion 12 may be easily slipped into the 
unobstructed end portion 11 of the next ad 
jacent section. . 

In order to bind the two sections in en 
gagement with each other there is provided 
a clamping band, the construction of which 
is clearly set forth in Figs. 3 and 6.‘ The 
clamping band 15 is provided with an an 
nular beading 16 while the ends 17 are 
spaced apart, thus permitting the clamping 
band 15 to be placed over the end portions 
of two sections of the stove pipe, while the 
annular beading 14 of one section ?ts with 
in the annular beading of the clamping 
band. This clamping band is provided with 
plates 18 ?xed thereon as indicated at 19 
upon each side of the annular beading and 
also adjacent the ends 17 of the band 15. 
The plates 18 have sleeves 20 formed thereon 
which carry the pins 21 having central loops 
22. A bolt 23 has an eye 24 carried upon 
one of the loops 22 while the opposite end 
of the bolt is removably extended through 
the remaining loop and carries a winged nut 
25. Therefore. it is obvious that as the nut 
25 is screwed onto the bolt 23, the bolt will 

- draw upon the loops 22, thus urging the 
Fig. 3 is a transverse section through a . ends 17 of the band 15 toward each other, 

whereby the band will be clamped upon the 
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stove pipe section‘ for ei?ciently-holding the 
same togetherand also forming a substan 
tially smoke-tight joint. - t 1 
In order to allow the device to be used in 

connection with a chimney and prevent'its 
displacement, the sleeve 26 is provided and 
for this reason :is substantially cylindrical 
and has spurs 27 extending therefrom.‘ In 
the building of the chimney indicated at 28, " 
having the, usual opening therein-29, the 

' sleeve 26 is also built into the chimney to 
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have the spurs 27 extending into the'body 
of the chimney, thus holding the sleeve 
against displacement and allowing the same =; 
to ‘present an even surface in engagement 
with which the retaining device may be see 
cured. ' 
The thimble comprises, a neck 30 {having 

an outstanding annular ?ange 31 thereon, 
while the‘ inner endojf the‘ thimble iscorru 
gated as indicated at 32. Thecorrugated 
portions 32 of the thimble are to be inserted 
into the sleeve. 26 and‘ thus it will belnoted I _ k _ . 

,what v1E claim-aspen andtdeslre t0 secure by. . 
Letters Bettina is. =;—; ' 

that the inward movement of ?llelthirnble; is 
limited by the ?ange 31' engaging the‘ sur 
face of the chimney 28., ; At‘ this timethe .' 

' neck 30' may be‘ placed inengagementivith » 
a, Section of ‘Steve pipeand a? ‘clamping band, 
as hereinbefore described, placedinengage-v 
ment, therewith, aslfillust'rated in Fig.2, \. 

_ However, before the ,connectionof a sec-v 
tion ofgstove plpe therewith, the thimblejis 
connected to the sleeve by‘ the device shown 7 
in‘Figs. 2 and T. ' This device QQOIISiSts of a 

_-turn buckle 33 ‘carrying threadedsstems 3,4. , 
' The semi~circular heads i35fare ?xediupon, 
theouter ends of the, stems 34;: Theseheads ' 
are placed in engagement with‘ the‘v cor-rib ' 
gated- portion 32 of the thimble ‘andthem 
the turn buckle 33 is rotated tocause: the , 
semi-circular heads. :35 tojfurther bear with ‘ 
greater force ‘upon the corrugated ‘portions 

of the thimble, whichactionwill' tend to 
slightly-expand the corrugated portion to 
bring about a greaterv bindingaction in the 
sleeve and for this reason it is ‘obvious the :1 
thimble will be positively held against any 
tendency of-accidental displacement; ‘ 
In explaining the operation of the inven 

tion, it will be seen that the sleeve is placed . 
in engagement with the chimney when the 
chimney is being built. It may be stated , 
however, that if so desired, the present in— 
vention can be‘usedi'n an ordinary ?u'e'ior 
chnnney opening without actually‘ needing 
the‘ sleeve.- ‘The thimble may then be placed 
m-engagementwith the sleeve and the turn 
buckle adjusted to ‘cause'the heads '_35:_to bear 
more-?rmly upon the corrugated portion of 
the thimble to move-this corrugated portion < 
lIltO' a ?rmer engagement with the; sleeve. ~ 
A section of stove pipe may" then be placed " 
in engagement with the thir'nble and in en 
gagement with'each other and the clamping 
bands hereinbefore-described: may $11211" be ' 
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arrangedover'the joints of the‘ sections for 
holding the same in ?rm engagement and 
also forming ‘smoke tight joints. 

From the foregoing description it’ will be 
' seen that a very simple and efficient stove 
pipe section connection has been produced 
whereby the sections of the stem pipewill 
be ?rmlyheld upon each other in an as 
sembled condition, while the connection of 
the turn bucklewarrangementtwill,positively 
hold _ the thimbletin ; engagement with r the 
chimney, thus holding the device in condl 
tion vfor use at all times.‘ 
The foregoing.» description and’ the draw 

ingsmhaye reference to what may beconé 
sidered thepreferred', or approved, formjof 
my invention. Itis to‘ bejunderstoodythat 
I may‘ make such,‘ changes in construction 

L and arrangement and combination of parts, 
materials, dimensions, et .cetera, as may 
prove expedientancl fall Wlthln the SQQ-Pe 0f 
the .app.,en<1ed.claiIuS-_ , . 

Havina this fully idesicrib ed my? invention, 

a 1- 'In, a, device. .Qf the" ~class described, ' the 
combination of plurality‘ iqf stove. pipesec 
tions, each section having an annularjb'eade 
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ingtherean, sole-inning band havinsa bead: ,. 
ing, said clamping band being positioned 
upen. the ends ' of Said sectiqns, While the 

I beadingpofy the‘ section's;v will ‘?t‘<‘fwithin the 
heading of the baud, .platesi?xed upbnf said 
hand adjacent its endssaid Plates harms, 
sleeves, Pins. @arriedhysaid Sherbet-whine 
‘having a loop intermediate vvits ends; a'bolt 
pivotally mounted upon’; one " loop, -‘ and? ex 
tending'through the remaining loop, nut 
carried upon the bolt,'wherelbyywhen the‘; nut _ 
is tightened uponqth'e‘ bolt-1 the‘ ends ‘of the? 
band will‘ be} drawnqtowardeaeh other for 

they ends of the sections._ _. , 
2. In a ‘device of the class described,‘ the 

combination‘of a thirnble ‘consisting-of neck adapted to "be connected to a, stove pipe 
section, an ‘annular collarfor'med upon said 

‘ neck,v a ‘corrugated portion» extending be 
.yond the opposite sideofsaid'collar, a turn 
‘buckle; threaded stems carried ‘by said turn 
buckle, semi-circularheads carried-upon the 
outer ends of said stems andrengagi'ng the 
inner surface ‘of: the corrugated vportions of 
said thimble,‘whereby when said turn buckle 
is adjusted it willmovethe heads apart for‘ 
causing , the? headsv ‘to ! slightly‘j expand;- 'the 
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holding the‘ band in?rm engagement, with .> 
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corrugated‘ portion of-the thimble for-‘?rmly ' . 
- binding ' the same- in; engagement 7; with: a 
chimney. ‘ ' ' 

3. ‘Ina device~of=the€~classdescribed, the 
combination-eta! plurality of stove pipesec 
tions, a clamping band’ positioned upon» the 
ends of said sections, plates?fxed upon’said 
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band adjacent its ‘ends, ‘said plates have _ 
sleeves, ~pins~;_earried; by ~ said sleeves, each 
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pin having a looped portion intermediate its 
ends, a bolt'pivotally mounted ‘upon one 
looped portion and extending through the 
remaining looped portion, a nut carried by 
the bolt whereby when the nut is tightened 
upon the bolt the ends of the band will be 
drawn toward each other for holding the 
band in ?rm engagement with the ends of 
the sections. 

a. In a device of the class described, the 
combination of a thimble including a cor 
rugated portion,,said thimble being adapted 
to be connected to a stove pipe section, a turn 
buckle, threaded stems carried by said turn 
buckle, semi-circular heads carried upon the 
outer ends of said stems and engaging the 
inner surface of the corrugated portions, of 
said thimble, whereby when said turn buckle 
is adjusted it will move the heads apart for 
causing the heads to slightly expand the 

corrugated portions of the thimble for 
?rmly binding the same in engagement with 
the chimney. 

5. In a device of the class described, the 
combination of a thimble including a cor 
rugated portion, said thimble being adapted 
to be connected to a stove pipe section, an 
expansible means positioned within the 
thimble and including heads engaging the 
corrugated portion of said thimble, whereby 
when said means is expanded it will ex— 
pand the corrugated portion of the thimble 
for ?rmly binding the same in engagement 
with a chimney. 
In testimony whereof I affix my signature 

in presence of two witnesses. 
ELMER A. PETERSON. 

Witnesses: 
‘FRANK E. YEAznL, 
P. A. MESSMORE. 

Copies of this patent may be obtained for ?ve cents each, by addressing the “Commissioner of Patents, 
“ Washington, D. G.” 
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